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Crossing the Line:
The Many Faces of Fiber
World Financial Center
Courtyard Gallery
The Textile Study Group of New York (TSGNY)
celebrated its 35th anniversary with an exhibition of members’ work that showcased how
diverse fiber art has become. Crossing the Line:
The Many Faces of Fiber consisted of 58 pieces created by 54 members chosen by juror Rebecca A. T.
Stevens from 160 entries. The show was elegantly
mounted in the spacious World Financial Center
Courtyard Gallery (December 6, 2011–April 1,
2012) with natural light changing the character of
pieces throughout the day.
Diversity was everywhere apparent.
Techniques ranged from the use of high-tech
electronic equipment to very simple, slow, repetitive handwork. Often it was technique layered
upon or used with another. Materials could be
the time-honored fibers such as linen, wool, silk,
and cotton, or novelties including various metals,
wires, papers, buttons, tea bags, zippers, tire fragments, and other found materials. Recycling was
a prominent theme in the show. Size ran the
gamut from very small to large; most pieces were
wall-mounted since only about a dozen objects
could be considered truly three-dimensional.
Concepts ranged from ultra-realism to impressionism, fantasy, and pure abstraction. Color was
a strong element in much of the work, with the
rest relying on form and line to carry the content.
Every piece was worthy of a few words
of comment, but several “spoke” with more intensity to me. I was immediately drawn to the dark
hue nuances and dramatic U-shaped sweep of
Extension/Velocity by Elaine Longtemps, with its
myriad of thin, multicolored cotton ropes
stitched to a white canvas. Equally fascinating
was Polly Barton’s Sotto Voce, a silk and rayon
piece using ikat and sumi ink to imply a centered
orb in shades of orange. In an almost mystical
way, color and form shifted and coalesced within
the frame. White and gold sparkled from Nancy
Koenigsberg’s Morning Light made of knotted
copper wire and glass beads. It flowed down
from the wall glistening, glowing, and riveting
the eye.
Betty Vera’s Division is a beautiful
abstract of a hundred colors in a barely defined
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HYUNJU KIM Nubigt, 000, 080 Stitching on repurposed denim cloth,
dimensions variable. Photo: Manhong Lee.

landscape—one of the best pieces to come from
a jacquard loom in a long time. In Kate Weaver’s
Crude Explorations, bright color is airbrushed on
satin and hand-quilted into a shiny, futuristic
painting. The brilliant colors of Flag 5 by Larry
Schulte are created with acrylic paint on paper
that was cut into strips and woven into a
symmetrical pattern with a center that seems
to pulsate.
The other side of bright was Leaving
Home, a quiet, contemplative piece by Grace
Bakst Wapner. This linear abstraction is composed
with a minimum of color in thread, paint, and
paper with intimations of Paul Klee and the
serenity of Agnes Martin. Also toned down is
George-Ann Bower’s Ohlone Housecoat with its
palette of tans, browns, and grays. Triple-weave
pickup gives form to the deep, undulating folds
of the front side of this portly house-wife’s garment, accessorized with a stuffed purple belt.
Emotion overtakes color in Hyunju Kim’s
Nubigt, 000, 080, a realistic portrait of a gaunt,
warrior-like face. The large blue background cloth
has an irregular edge as if it had been violently
cut from its source. The strong face with its shadows and contours is machine-stitched over and
over in whites and grays to obtain the powerful,
sad expression. In this same forlorn vein is Fated
Glory, Adrienne Sloane’s knitted version of the
American flag. It looked merely torn until I realized the red stripes were hung or falling bodies.
Never a Dull Moment by Emily Dvorin
was one of the few sculptural pieces, small but
intriguing in shape, and even more so in its use
of found materials like cable ties, bobby pins,
florist wire, and gutter screening. This fascinating
assemblage is held together with embroidery
techniques.
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LARRY SCHULTE Flag 5 Acrylic paint, cotton rag paper, painted paper cut
into strips and woven, 34" x 34" x 2", 2005.
Photo: D. James Dee.

ELAINE LONGTEMPS Extension/Velocity Hand-painted cotton ropes,
gessoed cotton canvas, acrylic polymer, pencil grid, knotting, stitching,
draping, painting, 106" x 72" x 3", 1972. Photo: D. James Dee.

EMILY DVORIN Never a Dull Moment Gutter screening, cable ties,
bobby pins, florist's wire, assemblage and embroidery,
11" x 21" x 12", 2009. Photo: Kate Cameron.

A New York–based organization, TSGNY
started with just a few fiber artists meeting in
founder Nancy Koenigsberg’s living room.
Membership now hovers around 207 and
includes artists from other states, as well as
Canada and Europe. Kudos to both TSGNY and
the Brookfield Group that manages the World
Financial Center Courtyard Gallery for all the hard
work it takes to present such a large and complex survey of contemporary fiber art.
www.worldfinancialcenter.com/arts-events
www.tsgny.org
—Nell Znamierowski is a retired textile designer, color
consultant, and professor at the Fashion Institute of
Technology in New York. She has written about textiles
and related subjects since the 1950s.
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POLLY BARTON Sotto Voce Rayon warp and ikat silk weft, vermillion
sumi ink, tapestry and ikat, 51.25" x 53.75" x 1.5", 2006.
Photo: Wendy McEahern.
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